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Abstrat
In rotation invariant template mathing one wants to nd nding from
the given input image the loations that are similar to the given pat-
tern template, so that the pattern may have any orientation. Template
mathing is an old but important problem in omputer vision and pat-
tern reognition, and thus there have also been many attempts to solve
it. Most of the most suessful solutions so far ome from the signal
proessing ommunity, based on fast omputation of ross orrelation
or orrelation oeÆient. The existing ombinatorial approahes have
ignored the template rotations. This thesis lls in this gap by pre-
senting the rst rotation invariant ombinatorial template mathing
algorithms.
The thesis begins by giving the denition, from the ombinatorial
point of view, of a rotated approximate ourrene of a pattern tem-
plate in an image. The auray of the approximation an be mea-
sured by several dierent distane funtions. The onsequenes of this
denition to the problem omplexity are then analyzed.
We present several algorithms for solving the problem. There is a
trade{o of omplexity, eÆieny and generality between the algo-
rithms. The simplest one of the algorithms is also the most general
one, in terms of distane funtions allowed. It evaluates the distane
between the pattern and all image positions and pattern rotations in
i
an optimal time. The subsequent algorithms assume that there is a
ertain limit (threshold) to the maximum allowed distane between
the pattern and the image. We give several dierent algorithms for
this thresholded mathing, varying in omplexity and generality. For
the exat mathing we give also an algorithm that is optimal on the
expeted ase.
We onsider also indexing. The image is preproessed to build an index
struture that an be used for fast queries of the pattern ourrenes.
Finally, we ompare the performane of our algorithms against the
traditional FFT{based orrelation approah. It turns oout that the
new methods an be orders of magnitude faster for the thresholded
mathing. Preliminary results of a biologial appliation are reported.
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